Since 1994 Crimson Trace has been the industry leader in laser sighting technology. Today, we partner with more firearm brands than anyone else. We are proud to be the #1 choice of more than one dozen manufacturers who pre-install laser sights on their firearms. Together we are able to offer the consumer the ultimate personal protection package, enhancing their ability to protect family, home and country. We thank our partners for helping achieve our vision of making laser sights standard equipment on all personal protection firearms.

#1 CHOICE
OF PREMIER FIREARM BRANDS

PRE-INSTALLED LASER SIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR PREFERRED DISTRIBUTOR FROM THESE TOP BRANDS.
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THE CRIMSON TRACE EQUIPPED EMBLEM SIGNIFIES THAT OUR PRODUCT IS PRE-INSTALLED ON SELECT MODELS OF PREMIUM FIREARMS. THIS EMBLEM CAN BE FOUND IN OUR CONSUMER MESSAGING AND DEALER TOOLS OUTLINED IN THIS CATALOG.

CATALOG KEY

- RED LASER
- GREEN LASER
- LED WHITE LIGHT
BERSA THUNDER 380CC
MANUFACTURER MODEL: T380MCCCT
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-646

BERSA THUNDER
MANUFACTURER MODEL: THUN380DTCT
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-442
MANUFACTURER MODEL: THUN380PCT
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-442 PINK

BERSA THUNDER
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 051511490, 051510490
• RAIL MASTER EQUIPPED: CMR-201

BROWNING BUCK MARK
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 051510490, 051510490
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-325

CHARTER ARMS
VARIous MODELS AVAILABLE
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-325
KIMBER WARRIOR SOC
MANUFACTURER MODEL: WARRIOR SOC (TFs)
• RAIL MASTER® EQUIPPED: CMR-201 DESERT WARRIOR

KIMBER CARRY II [RED LASER SIGHTS]
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ULTRA CRIMSON CARRY II
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-404 P10
MANUFACTURER MODEL: PRO CRIMSON CARRY II
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-401 P10
MANUFACTURER MODEL: CUSTOM CRIMSON CARRY II
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-401 P10

KIMBER CARRY II [GREEN LASER SIGHTS]
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ULTRA CRIMSON CARRY II
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-404G P10 (COMPACT)
MANUFACTURER MODEL: PRO CRIMSON CARRY II
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-401G P10
MANUFACTURER MODEL: CUSTOM CRIMSON CARRY II
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-401G P10

HONOR DEFENSE HONOR GUARD 9MM
MANUFACTURER MODEL: HG9SCT
• LASERGUARD® EQUIPPED: LG-498

HONOR DEFENSE — KIMBER
KIMBER
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KIMBER MASTER CARRY
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MASTER CARRY ULTRA
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-916 G10 GRAY
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MASTER CARRY PRO
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-915 G10 GRAY
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MASTER CARRY CUSTOM
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-915 G10 GRAY

KIMBER ECLIPSE II
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ECLIPSE ULTRA II (LG)
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-404 P11 SLATEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ECLIPSE PRO II (LG)
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-401 P11 SLATEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ECLIPSE CUSTOM II (LG)
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-401 P11 SLATEWOOD

KIMBER CDP II
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ULTRA CDP II (LG)
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-404 P10 ROSEWOOD

KIMBER ULTRA RCP II
MANUFACTURER MODEL: ULTRA RCP II (LG)
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-404 P10 ROSEWOOD
KIMBER MICRO 9
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO 9 CRIMSON CARRY
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-409 P10 ROSEWOOD

KIMBER MICRO
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO RCP (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478 P10 ROSEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO CDP (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478 P10 ROSEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO DS (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478

KIMBER K6s
MANUFACTURER MODEL: KIMBER K6s
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-950 SLATEWOOD

REMINGTON R1 ENHANCED
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 96636
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-401

KIMBER K6s
MANUFACTURER MODEL: KIMBER K6s
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-950 SLATEWOOD

KIMBER MICRO
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO RCP (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478 P10 ROSEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO CDP (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478 P10 ROSEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO DS (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478

KIMBER MICRO
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO RCP (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478 P10 ROSEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO CDP (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478 P10 ROSEWOOD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: MICRO DS (LG)
• LASERGRIPS’ EQUIPPED: LG-478
REMINGTON R51
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 96432
- LASERGUARD EQUIPPED: LG-494

REMINGTON RM380
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 96462
- LASERGUARD EQUIPPED: LG-479

REMINGTON 1911 CARRY COMMANDER
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 96356
- MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-904 010 GRAY

RUGER LC380
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 3230
- LASERGUARD EQUIPPED: LG-412
RUGER

RUGER LCP
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 3713
- LASERGUARD® EQUIPPED: LG-431

RUGER LCP
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 3250
- CRIMSON XCHANGE TECHNOLOGY: LG-413
- CRIMSON XCHANGE TECHNOLOGY: LG-414

RUGER LCR
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 5424
- LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-415G

RUGER LCRX
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 5434
- LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-415G

RUGER LC9s PRO
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 3251
- CRIMSON XCHANGE TECHNOLOGY: LG-413

RUGER LCR
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 3251
- CRIMSON XCHANGE TECHNOLOGY: LG-414

RUGER LC9s PRO
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 3250
- CRIMSON XCHANGE TECHNOLOGY: LG-413
- CRIMSON XCHANGE TECHNOLOGY: LG-414

SMITH & WESSON J-FRAME
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 163811, 159972, 163052, 163071
- LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-305
SMITH & WESSON M&P
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10174, 10176, 10177, 10175
• LASERGUARD® EQUIPPED: LG-360G

SMITH & WESSON M&P BODYGUARD 380
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10048
• CRIMSON TRACE® EQUIPPED

SMITH & WESSON M&P BODYGUARD .38
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10062
• CRIMSON TRACE® EQUIPPED

SMITH & WESSON J-FRAME
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 163073
• LASERGRIPS® EQUIPPED: LG-405
SMITH & WESSON M&P BODYGUARD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10178
- LASERGUARD EQUIPPED: LG-454G

SMITH & WESSON M&P SHIELD
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10141, 10147
- LASERGUARD EQUIPPED: LG-489G

SMITH & WESSON M&P FULL-SIZE
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 220070
- LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-660

SMITH & WESSON M&P COMPACT
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 220074, 120075
- LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-661

SMITH & WESSON GOVERNOR
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 162411
- LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-306
SMITH & WESSON 1911 E-SERIES
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 108495
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-401 P40 WOOD GRAIN

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 1911 MIL-SPEC .45ACP
MANUFACTURER MODEL: P19109LPCT
• LASERGRIPS EQUIPPED: LG-401

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY XD-S
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 4 MODELS AVAILABLE
• LASERGUARD EQUIPPED: LG-469

STI ELEKTRA 9MM
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10-060012
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-905 G10 GRAY

STI ELEKTRA .45
MANUFACTURER MODEL: 10-050012
• MASTER SERIES EQUIPPED: LG-905 G10 GRAY
STI - WILSON COMBAT

**DEALER MERCHANDISE**

CRIMSON TRACE OFFERS A WIDE SELECTION OF POINT OF SALE MERCHANDISE SPECIFICALLY HIGHLIGHTING CRIMSON TRACE EQUIPPED FIREARMS, INCLUDING HANG TAGS, TRIGGER STANDS AND GRIP BANDS. CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE MATERIALS.

**HOLSTERS**

PROVIDE YOUR CUSTOMERS THOUSANDS OF HOLSTER OPTIONS COMPATIBLE WITH CRIMSON TRACE EQUIPPED FIREARMS AT HOLSTERRESOURCEGUIDE.COM. THIS GUIDE WILL CONNECT YOU WITH TOP HOLSTER MANUFACTURERS, ENSURING THE RIGHT OPTION FOR ALL CARRY STYLES.

VIEW THOUSANDS OF OPTIONS AT HOLSTERRESOURCEGUIDE.COM

---

**CRIMSON TRACE OFFERS A FREE BATTERIES FOR LIFE PROGRAM THAT NOW INCLUDES NEARLY ALL PRODUCTS*. CRIMSON TRACE APPRECIATES ITS MANY CUSTOMERS, AND THIS PROGRAM IS A REFLECTION OF THE COMPANY’S GRATITUDE FOR THEIR PATRONAGE. THE AVERAGE CUSTOMER SAVES $50 DURING A LIFETIME. **EXCLUDES DEFENDER SERIES, LX-380 AND LX-381.**

---

* EXCLUDES DEFENDER SERIES, LX-380 AND LX-381.